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Abstract

The reproductive years are a time of tremendous psychological vulnerability for women, with psychiatric admissions occurring more around childbirth than any other time in the female life cycle. In rare cases, some mothers have been known to commit infanticide. When a mother takes the life of her infant anytime in the first year postpartum, which is referred to as infanticide. One mental illness that may precipitate acts of infanticide is postpartum psychosis, which is characterized by disorganized thinking, mania, insomnia, depersonalization, hallucinations, and/or delusions. Such delusions may drive mothers to take the lives of their babies out of fears about their infants’ safety in current circumstances. Fortunately, this psychiatric emergency is relatively easy to screen for because postpartum psychosis has a clearly defined period of onset and clinical picture. Mothers who receive treatment within the first month after giving birth have considerably better short- and long-term outcomes.

Introduction

When a mother takes the life of her own child, her actions fly in the face of our beliefs about the maternal instinct to nurture and protect one’s young (Dobson & Sales, 2000; Gauthier, Chaudoir, & Forsyth, 2003). Infanticide engenders unimaginable shock, horror, confusion, and so many unanswered questions of how and why (Brookman & Nolan, 2006; Temrin, Buchmayer, & Enquist, 2000). Despite these reactions, as many as several hundred women commit infanticide each year in this country.
The reproductive years are a time of tremendous psychological vulnerability for women. In fact, psychiatric admissions occur more around childbirth than any other time in the female life cycle (Kendall, Chalmers, & Platz, 1987; Wisner, Gracious, Piontek, Peindl, & Perel, 2003). There are certain symptoms of mental illness that drive the thinking of postpartum women. Postpartum psychosis challenges us to put aside our normal and ordinary understanding of events and step into the thought process of a mother who is so seriously ill. Her perception of objective reality is distorted and altered beyond anything that logical minds can possibly grasp.

Although the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) links postpartum psychosis to infanticide, the DSM-5 does not distinguish psychosis related to childbearing as a unique diagnostic category. Nonetheless, research clearly indicates that the symptom presentation of psychosis in child-bearing women looks markedly different than psychotic episodes that are unrelated to childbirth (Boyce & Barriball, 2010; Wisner et al., 2003). These childbirth-related psychotic symptoms include extremely disorganized thinking, mania, insomnia, and depersonalization. Hallucinations may be auditory or visual. In addition, mixed affective states may be present where moods change rapidly from euphoria to melancholia (Friedman, Resnick, & Rosenthal, 2009). Postpartum psychosis is also unique in its waxing and waning presentation. A woman’s thoughts may fluctuate in any given moment from clarity to delusion (Brockington, 1996).

Dr. Phillip Resnick created a filicide classification system based on motive in one of the early studies of the topic. Although some postpartum delusions generally involve perceptions that infants are evil, that is not always the case. More often, these mothers take the lives of their babies because of delusional fears about their infants' safety in current circumstances. Specifically, a mother’s very rigid and fixed beliefs evolve into an altruistic delusion that taking the life of her infant is saving the child from a fate worse than death. In his review of 131 case reports, Dr. Resnick found that 42% of women took the lives of their children out of love. In these cases, there was a real or imagined belief that the children were in danger and these women acted to relieve this delusional belief. Resnick further divided altruistic filicide into several other categories including psychotic altruism and associated suicide (Resnick, 1969). Among those women who are psychotic, it is not unusual for a mother to attempt suicide concurrently or immediately after taking her child’s life. This may be due to the delusional belief that she cannot leave her child alone without her either in the earthly world or beyond. Resnick’s other categories that establish a woman’s motives include the unwanted child and the child who is killed because of spousal revenge. In addition, he identifies accidental filicide that results from severe child abuse and the acutely psychotic woman (Resnick, 1969).

Resnick also found higher rates of pre-existing psychosis, depression, and suicidality among mothers who have committed filicide. Subsequently, several other researchers have expanded on Resnick’s original theories, recognizing that there are significant links between a woman’s own history of trauma and later psychosis in the child-bearing years (Edwards, Holden, Felitti, & Anda, 2003; Read, Fosse, Moskowitz, & Perry, 2014; West, 2007). Further, it is critical that an understanding of a mother’s state of mind in the first year exists within the framework of her psychosocial and pre-existing psychiatric history (Meyer & Oberman, 2001; Spinelli, 2004).

In the United States, law and mental health are at odds when cases involving insanity are considered. The M’Naghten statute, widely used to establish an insanity defense, maintains that a defendant must prove by a preponderance of evidence that she was incapable of distinguishing right from wrong during the commission of the crime due to mental disease or defect (M’Naghten, 1843). In contrast, mental health recognizes that the psychotic mind has its own internal subjective logic. For the woman who is so seriously ill that her thoughts and emotions lose contact with reality, the difference between right and wrong can only be understood by understanding that her thinking will never make sense to our logical minds.

Because of this discrepancy between law and psychology, the United Kingdom established a lesser category of homicide known as infanticide with “The Infanticide Act” in 1938 (Infanticide Act, 1938).
This law presumes that if a mother harms her child during the first year after birth, the act likely occurred because "the balance of her mind was disturbed by reason of her not having fully recovered from the effect of giving birth to the child or by reason of the effect of lactation….the offence, which would have amounted to murder, is deemed to be infanticide and is dealt with and punished as if it was manslaughter" (Infanticide Act, 1938). Consequently, there are more lenient sentences for a mother found guilty of killing her infant than the life or death sentences that would be levied in many cases in the United States. Twenty-nine other countries have followed suit recognizing the biological vulnerability to psychiatric illness following childbirth.

Conclusion

Postpartum psychosis is considered a psychiatric emergency. Because this disorder has a clearly defined period of onset and clinical picture, postpartum psychosis can be identified with the proper screening and risk assessment during pregnancy and after birth. Although the risk for recurrence in subsequent pregnancies is upwards of 50% (Jones, Chandra, Dazzan, & Howard, 2014), postpartum psychosis is a treatable illness. Women who receive treatment within the first month after birth have considerably better outcomes (Boyce & Barriball, 2010).
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